Veal Calves
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שאלה

Considering the conditions in which veal calves are raised, do the halakhic prohibitions of צער חיים, inflicting suffering on animals, and זירותאכ, cruelty, make the raising of veal calves in such a manner and the selling, purchase, or consumption of veal from these animals no longer permissible?

תשובה

In 2000, the Committee on Jewish Law and Standards approved a teshuvah prohibiting the use of shackling and hoisting in kosher slaughter based on the principle of צער בעלי חיים, the

---

1 Special thanks to those who assisted in supplying animal welfare information, Rabbi Elliot Dorff, Rabbi Adam Frank, Professor Joe M. Regenstein of Cornell University, Paul Shapiro of the Humane Society of the United States, Menashe Eliezer and Yossi Wolfson of Anonymous for Animal Rights in Israel, and Steve Kraut and Bryan Scott of the American Veal Association.
prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals. Similarly, the manner in which veal calves are raised both in Israel and the United States has led to serious questions as to the halakhic permissibility of the raising of veal calves in such a manner and of the selling, purchase, and consumption of veal from animals raised in this manner. Veal calves have been subjected to intensive confinement that prevents them from lying down or turning around and to inadequate nutrition, including an all-liquid milk replacer diet in place of a mixed diet with sufficient iron appropriate for young calves, among other problematic practices. Veterinarians and animal welfare groups have sought to draw attention to the plight of veal calves in order to ameliorate these conditions. These concerns inspired Rabbi Moshe Feinstein in 1982 and Rabbi David Golinkin in 1993 to evaluate the halakhic permissibility of veal, and the purpose of this teshuvah is to examine the question anew in light of new guidelines and regulations for the raising of veal calves and new responses by the veal industry.

Biblical Considerations

God is portrayed in biblical texts as being concerned for the welfare of animals. God creates vegetation as food for both human beings and animals (Gen 1:29-30). In the account of the Deluge, God commands Noah to expend a significant amount of effort to preserve every species of animal (Gen 6:19-21; 7:2-3). Jonah is reprimanded by God, who makes it clear that he

---


3 I am focusing on Israel and the United States in this teshuvah. However, the raising of veal calves in Canada, Europe and Latin America is as great a concern. It is my hope that this teshuvah will serve a model to enable the rabbis in those countries to investigate the source and condition of veal calves more adequately.

4 This type of veal is often termed “milk-fed veal.” Bob veal refers to veal calves slaughtered as soon as they can be brought to a processing plant, within days to three weeks after birth, not to how they are fed.
has compassion on both children and cattle (Jonah 4:11). The psalms and the book of Job declare that God supplies food for all creatures (Psalms 104:27-28; 36:9; 145:16; 147:9; Job 38:41).

At the same time that God’s compassion for animals is reflected in biblical texts, a definite hierarchy is established in which human beings have superior status to animals. Human beings are created in the image of God at the culmination of creation and are granted a license over the animals:

אֱלֹהִים הַשָּׁמַיִם וּבְעֹף הַיָּם וַיְבָרֶךְ אֶת־הָאָרֶץ וּמִלְאוּ פְּרוּ לֹהִים עַל־הָאָרֶץ הָרֹמֶשֶׂת וְכִבְשֻׁהָ אֶת־הָאָרֶץ וּמִלְאוּ מָרְבּוּ כִּבְשֻׁהָ אֶת־הָאָרֶץ וּמִלְאוּ פְּרוּ לֹהִים עַל־הָאָרֶץ

God blessed them, and God said to them: “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subjugate her. Have dominion over the fish of the sea, the birds of the sky, and the animals that roam on the earth.” (Genesis 1:28)

God reigns supreme over all creation, including human beings, and human beings are to have dominion over all other terrestrial and celestial phenomena, including creatures of the sea, sky, and land. Human beings are set into an environment furnished for human beings and are authorized to utilize animals for human benefit.⁵

 Nonetheless, other biblical passages demand that human beings treat animals with compassion:

עִמּוֹ תַּעֲזֹב עָזֹב לוֹ מֵעֲזֹב וְחָדַלְתָּ מַשָּׂאוֹ תַּחַת רֹבֵץ שֹׂנַאֲךָ חֲמוֹר כִּי־תִרְאֶה:

When you see the donkey of your enemy lying under its burden and would hesitate to arrange⁶ it, you must nevertheless arrange it with him. (Exodus 23:5)

---


If you see your fellow’s donkey or ox fallen on the road, do not ignore it: you must help him raise it. (Deuteronomy 22:4)

If you happen upon a bird’s nest, whether in a tree or on the ground with the fledglings or eggs and the mother sitting over the fledglings or the eggs, do not take the mother together with her young. You must let the mother go and take only the young so that you may fare well and have a long life. (Deuteronomy 22:6-7)

You shall not plow with an ox and a donkey together. (Deuteronomy 22:10)

You shall not muzzle an ox when it is threshing. (Deuteronomy 25:4)

Sabbath rest is extended to animals:

“Six days you shall do your work, but on the seventh day you shall cease from labor in order that your ox and your donkey may rest and your bondman and resident alien may be refreshed.” (Exodus 23:12)

Sabbath rest is required so that animals who toil for human beings may rest.

---

7 Ibn Ezra argued that this commandment was based on the fact that the ox and donkey have different physical capacities and that yoking them together would cause the weaker one, the donkey, to suffer by being forced to keep up with the ox. (Miqraot gedolot, s.v. בַּּשִּׁנְיָה וְבַחֲמוֹר בַּשׁוֹר לֹא תַחֲרֹשׁ). Maimonides argued that this might lead to copulation, an act which would be painful for animals of different species (The Guide of the Perplexed [Shlomo Pines, trans.; Chicago: University of Chicago, 1963], part 3, chapter 49, p. 609).
The laws reflecting compassion for animals are limited to animals in which human beings have a utilitarian interest, whether domestic or wild. Human beings have responsibilities only to those species of use to human beings. The others are ignored.

Here lies the paradox. At the same time that human beings are permitted to use animals and indeed must use them, they must also treat them with compassion. This is reflected in numerous situations, and a few examples can suffice to illustrate it. While human beings are portrayed as having a vegetarian diet initially, later generations are permitted to eat meat with restrictions. The first human beings are told:


The LORD God commanded the man: “Of every tree of the garden you are free to eat.” (Genesis 2:16)

However, after the Flood, the scope of what is acceptable as food is enlarged. Noah is instructed that the flesh of animals may be eaten as long as the blood is not consumed:


9 One might even argue that compassion for domestic animals might also be seen as practical advice for the benefit of the human owner.
“Every creature that lives shall be yours to eat; as with the green vegetation, I give you all these. You must not however eat flesh with its life-blood in it.” (Genesis 9:3-4)

According to the regulations of the Torah, the Israelites were permitted to eat animal flesh under restrictions as well:

If anyone of the Israelite people slaughters an ox, sheep, or goat in the camp or does so outside the camp and does not bring it to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting to present it as an offering to the LORD, before the LORD’s Tabernacle, bloodguilt shall be imputed to that man. He has shed blood. That man shall be cut off from among his people. (Leviticus 17:3-4)

When the LORD your God expands your borders as he has said and you think that you will eat meat because you desire to eat meat, and the place that the LORD shall choose to place his name there is far from you, you shall sacrifice from your herd or flock which the LORD gave you as he commanded you, you shall eat within your gates as you desire, but just as the hind and the gazelle are consumed, so shall you consume the ritually unclean and clean together. Just be sure to not consume the life-blood for the blood is the life and you shall not consume the life with the flesh. Do not consume it. You shall spill it on the ground like water. Do not consume it so that it will be well with you and your children because you do what is right in the eyes of the LORD. (Deuteronomy 12:20-25).

Human beings at first were disallowed from consuming animals, but then were permitted to do so under restrictions.10

---

10 This would make it appear that meat frequently appeared in the ancient Israelite diet. Yet, in fact, it seems that the main items of the ancient Israelite diet were grains, dairy products, fruit, and vegetables and that domestic
Indeed, animals were an essential aspect of sacrificial worship, along with grain and libation offerings. Israelites were required to eat particular animal sacrifices. The Pesah and festival offerings were obligatory. (Exodus 12:3-11; Leviticus 23:5, 19; Deuteronomy 16:2-3)

Human beings were allowed to consume animals under certain restrictions and were required to partake of them during certain holy days. Human beings were given the license to utilize animals but at the same time were commanded to treat them with compassion. God, too, is portrayed as having compassion for animals.

**Rabbinic Concerns and the Parameters of חיים בעלי צער**

The classical rabbis coined the terminology חיים בעלי צער as a way of expressing the requirement to avoid inflicting suffering on animals and to relieve the suffering of animals that is expressed in the biblical verses on compassion for animals. In b. Bava Metzia 32a-32b, the principle comes into effect in the requirement to unload an animal struggling under its burden. The animal must be unloaded by a passerby because the suffering of animals must be relieved.

---

animals were reserved in general for labor. (See Oded Borowski, “Eat, Drink and Be Merry: The Mediterranean Diet,” Near Eastern Archaeology 67 [2004], 99-100; Edwin Firmage, “Zoology [Animal Profiles],” Anchor Bible Dictionary, VI.1120.) Meat was not part of the daily diet of the average ancient Israelite. It was eaten as part of a special meal, prepared for entertaining guests (Genesis 18:6-8) or for celebrating festivals and civic events. The average diet was most likely similar to what the workers in the field in the book of Ruth are described as eating -- bread dipped in vinegar, and parched and roasted grain. (Ruth 2:14)


12 Comcomitant with the rule of alleviating the suffering of animals is another rule cited in that sugya. The passerby’s assistance is also mandated by the principle that the financial loss incurred by the owner of the animal must be minimized. Both rules dictate that the animal must be helped, and their concurrence reinforces the basis for the necessary action. However, later commentators placed varying degrees of emphasis on the second principle. While Rabbonenu Hananel does mention the second principle, explaining that the financial loss of the owner would be due to the death of the animal caused by the burden, the Rosh omits any mention of financial loss in his discussion of the necessity to unload the animal (Rosh, Chapter 2 of Bava Metzia, comment 30). He highlights only the need to alleviate the suffering of the animal.
In b. Hullin 7b, an act that would benefit human beings is disallowed because of the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals.

When (Rabbi Pinchas) arrived, he happened to enter by a gate near which were some white mules. At this, he exclaimed: The angel of death is in this house! Should I then dine here? When Rabbi heard of this, he went out to meet him. Rabbi said: I will sell the mules. Rabbi Pinchas said: You shall not put a stumbling-block before the blind (Leviticus 19:14). (Rabbi said:) I will abandon them. (Rabbi Pinchas said:) You would be spreading danger. (Rabbi said:) I will hamstring them. (Rabbi Pinchas said:) You would be causing suffering to animals. (Rabbi said:) I will kill them. (Rabbi Pinchas said:) There is a prohibition against wanton destruction.

Dangerous animals should be disabled, but the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals forbids it, while in b. Avoda Zara 13a, only an explicit proof text from Scripture could allow for a particular act that inflicts suffering on animals:

The master stated: Cattle should be disabled. But is there not the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals? Abaye said: Scripture says, Their horses you shall hamstring (Joshua 11:6).

By creating the term живи בעלי צער, a principle has been abstracted from the biblical verses and applied to situations not covered by them.

живי בעלי צער governs proper nutrition. It is forbidden to purchase a domestic or wild animal or bird if one does not have the means to feed it (y. Yevamot 15:3, 14d [= y. Ketubot 4:8, 29a]). According to b. Berakhot 40a (= b. Gittin 62a), based on Deuteronomy 11:15, one may not sit down to eat until one’s animals are fed. Even if one has already uttered the blessing over bread, one may interrupt partaking of it to ask whether one’s animals are fed. These concerns are reaffirmed and expanded in later halakhah. Rabbi Abraham Gumbiner rules that one must feed
an animal that is not one’s own.\textsuperscript{13} Rambam rules that the prohibition against muzzling an ox while threshing grain is to be applied equally to other animals, other produce, and other agricultural labors.\textsuperscript{14} Rabbi Judah he-hasid writes:

\begin{quote}
“\textit{If one caused suffering to an animal without good cause, like putting too heavy a load upon an animal and beat it even though it could not walk, would be liable because he caused an animal to suffer. Likewise, those who pull the ears of cats to make them scream are sinners. The sages expounded \textit{On that day, declares the LORD, I will strike every horse with panic and its rider with madness} (Zechariah 12:4) to mean that in the future God will requite the humiliation of horses by their riders who strike them with boots called \textit{spour} in French.\textsuperscript{15}”\textsuperscript{16}
\end{quote}

One may still ride a horse or have a beast of burden carry a load, but not in a cruel manner.

The rabbis in developing the concept of the seven Noahide laws incumbent on all human beings included the prohibition of eating flesh torn from a living animal. (b. Sanhedrin 56a-60b;

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{13} O. H. 324, section 7.
\item \textsuperscript{14} Sefer ha-mitzvot, \textit{mitzvot lo ta’aseh}, number 219.
\item \textsuperscript{16} \textit{Sefer Hasidim} (ed. Reuven Margoliot; Jerusalem: Mossad ha-Rav Kook, 1957), section 44, p. 104. See also section 670, p. 427 for the reservation that one may chase away a dog only with restraint.
\end{itemize}
Tosefta Avodah Zarah 8:4-8  

This prohibition exemplifies the rabbis’ revulsion from acts causing suffering to animals.

In the post-Talmudic period, the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals is linked to the requirements for shehitah. Ramban connects this principle to the institutionalization of shehitah in his comments on Genesis 1:29-30. Rambam writes in *The Guide of the Perplexed*:

Now since the necessity to have good food requires that animals be killed, the aim was to kill them in the easiest manner, and it was forbidden to torment them through killing them by piercing the lower part of their throat or by cutting off one of their members...

In *Sefer ha-Hinukh* (16th century), it is noted that the reason for shehitah being done at the throat with a sharp knife is to prevent the infliction of undue suffering on the animal. While human beings may consume animals and use them, needless pain is forbidden.

---

17 While the other Noahide laws were considered to have been revealed to Adam, the rabbis determined that this particular law was revealed to Noah, since permission to eat meat was granted only after the Deluge. Rabbi Louis Finkelstein dated the formulation of the Noahide laws to the Hasmonean Era because he believed that the context of the Talmudic discussion was not theoretical at all but weighed the issues needed to actually enforce these laws by rabbinic courts, including standards of procedure and evidence — the Hasmonean era was one in which a sovereign Jewish state would have to address the actual legal status of a non-Jew (“Some Examples of the Maccabean Halaka [sic],” *Journal of Biblical Literature* 49 [1930], pp. 21-25). It is, however, difficult for me to see how this mode of discussion differs from that used for other cases in which rabbis lacked jurisdiction, most notably, capital cases whose jurisdiction was withheld from rabbinic courts and retained by the courts of the sovereign non-Jewish state. However, the prohibition does appear to be a reaction to one of the most notorious acts of the Greek mystery religion of Bacchus. See Walter Burkert, *Greek Religion* (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985), 292.

18 An anonymous teshuvah published by Michael Higger, *Halakhot ve-aggadot* (New York: Devei Rabbanan, 1933), also links shehitah with the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals, p. 50. Higger argues that the writer was most likely from Spain.

19 Miqraot gedolot, at the end of Ramban’s lengthy comments on Genesis 1:29-30.


Rambam argues that the purpose of this prohibition was not so much to prevent the animal from suffering but to inculcate habits of kindness in human beings and prevent human beings from behaving cruelly:

As for the person who happens upon two situations, (one in which an animal) is staggering under its load and the other (in which a person) has unloaded his animal and has not found anyone who can help him load it (again), it is a mitzvah to unload first (the animal staggering under its load) because of the suffering of animals and then afterwards (to help) to load. Under which circumstances? In the case when both owners are either enemies or friends, but in the case where one (owner) is a friend and the other (owner) is an enemy, it is a mitzvah to load (the animal) with the enemy in order to subjugate one’s evil inclination.\textsuperscript{22}

Rambam elaborates further on the critical importance of training people to act kindly in \textit{The Guide for the Perplexed}:

As for their dictum: \textit{To avoid causing suffering to animals is [an injunction to be found] in the Torah} -- in which they refer to its dictum: \textit{Wherefore hast thou smitten thine she-ass} -- it is set down with a view to perfecting us so that we should not acquire moral habits of cruelty and should not inflict pain gratuitously without any utility, but that we should intend to be kind and merciful even with a chance animal individual, except in the case of need -- \textit{Because thy soul desireth to eat flesh} -- for we must not kill out of cruelty or for sport.\textsuperscript{23}

The need to train human beings not to act cruelly regulates human behavior beyond the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals.

How inculcating habits of kindness is to affect human behavior is reflected in the Rema’s gloss on Even ha-ezer 5:14:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{22} M.T. Hilkhot rotzeaḥ, 13:13. This is repeated word-for-word in S.A., H.M., 272:10.
\end{itemize}
Anything that is necessary for medicine or anything else does not fall under the jurisdiction of [the prohibition of inflicting] suffering on animals and, therefore, it is permitted to pluck feathers from live geese and disregard [the prohibition of inflicting] suffering on animals. However, everyone refrains from doing so because it would be cruelty.

The Rema states that anything necessary for human beings, whether for medical needs or anything else, overrules; nonetheless, certain acts should be avoided based on another consideration that human beings should avoid behaving cruelly to animals. The Rema bases his view on the view of Rabbi Israel Isserlein (Weiner-Neustadt, Austria, 1390-1460). In Terumat ha-deshen, Isserlein was responding to the question of whether plucking feathers from a live goose constitutes a permissible act, like the shearing of sheep, or a violation of the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals:
Is plucking feathers from live geese similar to shearing sheep or is it inflicting suffering on animals? Just like cutting the tongue from a bird so that it will talk or the ears and tail from a dog to prettify it, it appears that there is no prohibition due to (the prohibition of) inflicting suffering on animals if he does it for his needs and use. For “animals were created only to serve human beings,” as it says in Qiddushin 82a. Know that in Bava Metzia 32b, unloading is considered (necessary because of the prohibition of) inflicting suffering on animals, but if so, how could it be possible to put a heavy load on an animal to bring it from place to place when the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals applies? And if you suggest that this is indeed so, we do not say that there the rabbis follow Rabbi Yose the Galilean and are of the opinion that one must unload (an animal that is carrying) a load that it cannot carry for are we dealing with evil people? We also say in Shabbat 106b that Rabbi Yose says that the one who wants to neuter his rooster should remove its crest, and now it is decided that it is forbidden because of the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals. We also say in Hagigah 14b that they asked Ben Zoma about neutering a dog. It appears that they approved it ab initio, and now you could say that it is permitted despite (the prohibition of) inflicting suffering on animals. Do not object to me what is said in Hullin 7b about Rabbi Pinhas ben Yair’s statement about hamstringing being inflicting suffering on animals, because in that case it was not done for his use or prettification but rather to prevent them from harming (people), a type of harm that is not so common, and it is obvious that our holy Rabbi would not raise an animal that would harm, just as we read in Bava Kamma 15b: How do we know that a person should not raise a dog in his home? Scripture says, ‘Do not place bloodguilt upon your house.’” Rather Rabbi Pinhas ben Yair was stringent because of his piety. From these proofs, it is somewhat clear that the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals does not apply, except that Jews are wary and refrain (from doing so). It is possible that the reason is that they do not want to be cruel to creatures, fearing that they might receive a punishment for this (behavior), just as we find in Bava Metzia regarding our holy Rabbi and that calf that put its head under his hem, when Rabbi said: “Go, for it was for this that you were created.” Even though there is absolute permission to slaughter a calf for consumption, (Rabbi) was punished and suffered because of this (incident). After (I wrote this), I was told that in the rulings of RI\footnote{By saying that he was told about this opinion, rather than citing it himself, Isserlein makes it clear that he has not read the source personally. The modern editor of Terumat ha-deshen cannot identify this source (Shemuel Avitan, ed.; Terumat ha-deshen [Kiryat Tsanz: n.p., 1990], p. 367).} in chapter one the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals does not apply except where there is no benefit, and that is what is above.\footnote{Terumat ha-deshen, pesakim 105.}

Isserlein writes that while the cases in the Talmud evaluating whether an act is subject to the prohibition of cruelty provide some evidence that the prohibition is not to be taken into account
when an act serves human necessity, Jews\textsuperscript{26} nonetheless refrain from doing so because such actions might constitute cruelty. Isserlein incorporates the issue of cruelty because he believes that plucking feathers did not constitute a violation of החיות בעלי צער and therefore he has to offer another reason for not plucking feathers from live geese. The principle of not behaving cruelly originates in the personal piety of an individual, whether Rabbi Pinhas ben Yair or other Jews, who scrutinize their behavior above and beyond the norm and try to inculcate certain character traits.

While חיונות is counterbalanced by the competing principle of אדם צער, human necessity; the balance can be shifted by the prohibition of אכזריות, cruelty. The limitations on חיונות can be circumvented by the prohibition of אכזריות because the prohibition of אכזריות focuses on the human being who causes pain to an animal and how this cruel behavior changes the perpetrator for the worse.חיונות measures the pain suffered by an animal that can be negated by the benefit to human beings, whereas the prohibition of אכזריות prevents cruel behavior from becoming a normative form of behavior for a human being.

The conflict of the principles of אדם צער and חיונות and its resolution by the prohibition of אכזריות are demonstrated most acutely in a number of situations, in the course of which human beings may become inured to suffering.\textsuperscript{27} Rabbi Yaakov Reischer (1670-1733, העולם 26)

\\textsuperscript{26} While Rabbi Isserlein uses the term אדם צער, he means “Jews” because all his cases refer to the behavior of Jews (personal communication of Rabbi David Golinkin).

\\textsuperscript{27} A frequent example of this (although not limited to this case) can be found in medical experimentation, which has increased astronomically in recent times. Poskim have affirmed its urgency in spite of the toll on the animals used in the experiments; at the same time, they have expressed reservations about what experimentation does to the experimenter. For a review of recent opinions, see A. S. Abraham,“Nisyonot refuiyim be-va’alei ḥayyim uv-net adam,” Assiya 1986, 18-23; J. David Bleich, Contemporary Halakhic Problems (New York: Ktav, 1989), 3.217-236; A. Hafuta, “Be-din tza’ar ba’alei ḥayyim le-tzorkhei refu’a,” Noam 4 (1961), 223-225; Yehiel Weinberg, Seridei ǝsh, part b, number 91; Eliezer Waldenberg, Titz eliezer, part 14, number 68. The majority of respondents believe that human need negates the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals. However, it is important to note the case that they are treating, the use of animals in medical experimentation, a type of case in which there is no substitute for the animals. Furthermore, even this case comes with reservations. Reischer deliberately points out that the act of giving the animal the medicine that may later harm the animal is not harmful when the medicine is consumed.
Prague) writes about the case of an experimental medicine that is given to animals to check its side effects:

It is certain that in practical halakhah it appears that there is no concern about the prohibition of wanton destruction or of inflicting suffering on animals. As long as the act is necessary (for human beings), such an act is permitted ab initio even though Rabbi Moshe Isserles concluded in O.H. 60:5 with regard to plucking (feathers) that everyone refrains (from doing so) because of cruelty, specifically in regard to the plucking of feathers which is done by hand, when the fowl feels the pain intensely as each feather is plucked, which is not the case before us in which the animal does not feel anything at all when eating or drinking (a medication) but may later if (the medication) causes illness or pain, (as a side-effect of) a medication for human beings. It seems to me obvious that there is no hint of a violation even for considerations of piety.  

Because the act of giving the medicine does not cause pain to the animal, Reischer argues that giving an experimental medicine to animals to check its side-effects would not constitute a case of אכזריות. The prohibition of אכזריות comes into effect when a person intentionally causes an act in which the animal feels the pain acutely.

Rabbi Mordecai Yaakov Breisch (1896-mid-1970’s, Zurich) argues against the view that inflicting suffering is permitted in any case of human need by prioritizing the prohibition of אכזריות. First, he dismisses the claim that since human being are permitted to use animals, they are thereby permitted to use them as they wish, with the words:

Contemporary poskim also argue that experiments should be done in such a way as to lessen the suffering of the animals involved in experiments. See Bleich, 3.236; Abraham, 91; Waldenberg, part 14, number 68, at end. Natan Zvi Friedman argues that this principle is not to be applied in cases of medical experimentation because such experiments benefit all human beings, whereas cruelty to animals that benefits a single individual would be forbidden (“Nissuiyim,” 194).

28 Jacob Reischer, *Shvut yaakov*, part III, number 71. (The numbering follows that of the 1992 Tel Aviv edition).
For plowing done in the regular way does not cause suffering, and the main point is that we rule that if we see that the animal is suffering, it is not permitted for human need, but regular (agricultural) work (done by animals, e.g., plowing) is definitely not to be considered as suffering.\(^{29}\)

Breisch argues that just because plowing is not considered a violation of צער חיה does not mean that every activity for the sake of human need is permitted; rather, while regular agricultural functions provided by animals is not a violation, we must determine whether other activities might constitute a violation and not be permitted.

Breisch argues that cruel behavior is prohibited because Jews must adopt certain character traits:

אוסרhoot ש傷וי ממדת הסדרות,על שמש מאמר ח”ל דירשראל צרייך להזיר ובמגזר התמציות
By the saying of the Rabbis: For (the prohibition of) cruelty is a character trait of piety, based on the saying of the sages that a Jew must have the traits of compassion and humility.\(^{30}\)

Breisch reviews the proof texts that earlier poskim have offered to show that human necessity trumps the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals and laments that none of them is solid. He brings his *teshuvah* to a close by concluding that we must rely on the two best proofs available:

حضirate לשל ממלח ח”ל דסיפי,דאיז מתורה לחרימ צרב,על דיז מסירות בשבייל חקירות
מגידות התורה הרפואות—ابل תאה תמרדות להזיר ממדות אפוררות,דאיז אוסר פסכת הדרם א”את,ותשבי לחרימ צרב וחרים,זרקהbenhavn מטורה פסכת ד”בר”מ משומד
דאי”א עני,אאל משומ צרב אוסר מישם אפוררות...ابل תאה ד”בר”מ מתורה.

\(^{29}\) Ḥelkat Yaakov, H. M., 34.

\(^{30}\) Ḥelkat Yaakov, H. M., 34.
What we can conclude from what is analyzed above is that according to law, it is permitted to inflict suffering on animals in scientific and medical experiments -- but for the reason of piety to avoid cruel behavior, it is forbidden according to the ruling of Rabbi Moshe Isserles in Even ha-Ezer 5.14 in the case of plucking feathers (from) live (geese). (Inflicting suffering) is necessarily permitted in slaughter, according to Yoreh Deah 24 because it is impossible to do otherwise. But in (a situation of) other need, it is forbidden because of (the consideration of) cruelty...However, as a matter of law, it is permitted.  

Breisch therefore forbids certain acts because he believes that it inculcates cruelty in a person’s character; otherwise, it would be permitted because human necessity trumps the suffering of animals.  

This innovation, אכזריות, the principle of avoiding cruelty, provides a new basis on which to ban harsh treatment of animals. While many hold that human necessity alone nullifies the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals, avoiding cruelty can serve as an alternate reason for banning the harsh treatment of animals, a reason that is not nullified by the consideration of human need.

---

31 Ḥelkat Yaakov, H. M., 34.

32 In Breisch’s collection of teshuvot is printed a teshuvah of Yehiel Yaakov Weinberg (1886-1966, Germany, Switzerland) immediately after Breisch’s own teshuvah. (Ḥelkat Yaakov, H. M., 35). Weinberg takes issues with some of Breisch’s points and in his conclusion argues that piety is a matter for an individual to assume in his own life but not to impose on others. Refraining from medical experiments because of a strigency an individual might take on in his own behavior is incorrect. Medical experimentation should, therefore, be permitted, according to Weinberg, without any reservations. Breisch did not include a response to Weinberg’s criticisms. We can only speculate whether he changed his opinion to agree with Weinberg or chose to let the matter stand as a dispute. It is possible that he did not even see Weinberg’s criticism and that an editor included Weinberg’s teshuvah in Breisch’s collection of teshuvot.

33 The Noda Bihudah, Ezekiel Landau (1713-1793; Opatow, Poland; Prague), in his famous teshuvah on hunting argues that hunting that involves killing an animal does not constitute a violation of the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals, but tormenting an animal and intending to keep it alive does (Noda bihudah tinyana, Yoreh Deah, 10). The process of killing, whether by shehitah, knife or gun, is not a violation of the prohibition, but causing an animal pain not for the sake of slaughter is. Landau ultimately concludes that while hunting is permitted according to law, it is unseemly because only the worst sorts of people engage in it and it is ultimately prohibited by law because participating in hunting puts a person in danger of attack by wild animals. He allows only those who hunt to make a living to pursue it because putting oneself in danger to make a living is permitted. This distinction could serve as another precedent/principle buttressing the prohibition of exceptionally cruel treatment of animals. While the ultimate goal is the slaughter of these animals, it is only the immediate steps leading to slaughter that fall
The power of the principle of avoiding cruelty is intensified when we consider the cases to which it is applied. It is applied to the casual use human beings would make of animals, not to the extraordinary case of animal experimentation. The way we use animals has changed dramatically in the past century. Utilizing animals for transportation and agricultural labors has basically disappeared in the Western world, while the industrialization of food animals has developed. The use of animals in medical and biological research has increased astronomically. Animals are used in the development of cosmetics. No doubt that the widespread use of animals for transportation and agricultural tasks inspired poskim to rule that using animals for financial gain was justified without question.

So far, we have analyzed the scope of the prohibitions regulating human behavior towards animals. Now, we will consider the realities of the raising of veal calves in our time.

The Forcefeeding of Geese in Israel

An important precedent in considering the raising of veal calves is the case of the force-feeding of geese in order to produce *pate de foie gras*. While there is no production of kosher *pate de foie gras* in the United States, it was produced in Israel until recently. Indeed, Israeli production served both the kosher and non-kosher markets, and Israel was one of the top producers of *pate de foie gras* in the world, ranked third.

34 Force-fed geese have been certified kosher, despite the objections of many poskim. There has been a longstanding prohibition of forcefeeding because of the injuries inflicted on them during forcefeeding and the acknowledgment by rabbis of the complexity of checking whether these injuries render the geese unfit for consumption. See Eliezer Waldenberg, *Tzitz Eliezer*, part 11, section 49; part 11, section 55, appendix; part 12, section 52.1.
After the Cruelty to Animals Law was enacted in Israel in 1994, the Ministry of Agriculture issued regulations regarding the rearing of geese so that production was to be limited to farms already force-feeding geese and limitations were placed on which geese can be force-fed and on how the force-feeding was to take place. However, the Supreme Court of Israel issued a ruling on August 11, 2003, declaring the force-feeding of geese for the production of foie gras to be illegal because it violated the Cruelty to Animals Law. While the Supreme Court of Israel is surely not a halakhic authority, the members of the court based their opinions on a halakhic principle, חיים בעלי צער, in this case.

Both the majority and minority opinions agree on the critical importance of the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals. Justice Grunis writes:

The relationship between humans and other animals has been the focus of much public interest in recent decades. This subject raises a number of different questions and dilemmas. The question, from a moral perspective, is whether, and to what extent, animals should serve the needs of men. On one extreme we have the view, unpopular today, which argues that, as the most important and advanced creature on the planet, humans have the right to do anything they wish to other creatures. On the other extreme is the belief that animals, or at least sentient beings, are the legal equals of human beings; according to this view, there should be no animal experimentation. The third view takes a middle ground, accepting neither of these two extreme positions. Rather, it claims that humans should be considerate of animals, and take their welfare into account. In other words, it rejects the first, purely utilitarian view of animals, according to which humans can do whatever they wish to animals. Instead, the third position argues that the use man makes of animals should be restricted, with the aspiration of gradually improving their situation. It seems that the Hebrew phrases “cruelty to animals” (tza’ar ba’alei haim [sic]), borrowed from Jewish religious law, is equivalent to what is currently referred to as animal welfare...Clearly, the status that animals in our society currently enjoy is not the same as it was in the past. As we shall see, Israeli legislation has given expression to this difference in recent years. The problem of the present case has unique characteristics. This is not a case of animal experimentation, or of the use of animals as beasts of burden, not is it a case of using animals for purposes of entertainment, or of animals as pets. This is a case of raising animals in a certain way, so that eventually they -- or to be precise, one of their organs -- will serve as food for humans. We emphasize this element since it differentiates this case from previous ones. In addition, our ruling in this case may have ramifications for other agricultural methods used to raise animals for human consumption.

35 HCJ 9232/01, Noach v. The Attorney General.
The case of force-feeding of geese presents a case in which conflicting interests, human need and the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals, must be balanced.

In the case of geese, they are forced to ingest a large amount of high calorie food that exceeds their physical needs. In the force-feeding process, a tube is inserted down the bird’s mouth and gullet by which food is forced into the goose, causing the animal’s liver to contract a degenerative disease and grow ten times its normal size.

Both the majority and minority opinions agree that the force-feeding of geese causes great suffering. However, they disagree on 1) whether the distinction between a basic food and a luxury food outweighs the general need to produce food, and 2) when a transition period needs to be established.

The majority opinion argues that while the regulations on the industry were clearly intended to prevent the suffering of the geese, the goal of preventing suffering has not been achieved. Even the more limited goal of reducing suffering could not be reached in the case of forcefeeding. The method itself simply cannot be reformed. Furthermore, the majority opinion argues, the harm suffered by the geese outweighs the benefit of the production of foie gras. A luxury food is different from a basic food, especially when its production inflicts grave suffering on animals.

The minority opinion recognized that while foie gras was not a basic food but rather a gastronomic delicacy, the Protection of Animals Law explicitly directs that agricultural needs, defined as the interests of farmers and the general public in food production, be taken into account and that the means, force-feeding, are justified by the ends, the production of food.\footnote{The minority opinion of the High Court of Justice also argued that the force-feeding of geese should be allowed to continue according to the Ministry of Agriculture regulations because a commission established by the European
Furthermore, the prohibition of force-feeding would eliminate an industry overnight that has been in existence for four decades in Israel and that received the encouragement of the government because there is no other way of producing foie gras. The minority opinion, noting that the regulations issued by the Ministry of Agriculture in 2001 permitting the force-feeding of geese would expire in 2004, urged that new regulations establish a transitional period for the foie gras industry so that farmers would not have their livelihood wiped out. The minority opinion rejected the distinction between basic and luxury food yet nonetheless appeared to recognize that the end of forcefeeding was in sight.

The practical consequences of the divergence between the majority and minority opinions was the timing of a transition period. The majority opinion prohibited the force-feeding of geese while suspending its decision so that a transition period could be established, whereas the minority opinion did not prohibit force-feeding but urged that a transition period be established so that farmers can find another means of livelihood.

The implementation of the High Court of Justice’s decision was delayed until March 31, 2005. Since then, there has been a tug-of-war between the parties involved. The Court ordered implementation of its decision, the legal advisor to the Minister of Agriculture then gave notice that violators will not be prosecuted, the Veterinary Service declared and then rescinded a decision not to give permits to deliver geese to the farmers who force-feed them, and animal welfare societies made formal appeals to the Court and to the Ministry of Agriculture. The Ministry of Agriculture announced that it would implement the Court decision as of April 15, Union to investigate the force-feeding of geese recognized that the practice caused suffering to the animals but did not recommend its abolition.
2006, from which time the force-feeding of geese would no longer be permitted in Israel, and it has done so.\(^{37}\)

In the High Court of Justice’s decision, there are references from time to time to the case of veal calves. Veal is defined as a delicacy, like foie gras, not a basic food, and as a food produced by keeping the animals in special conditions. It is critical to note that unlike the production of foie gras, the condition of veal calves can be changed and the industry remain.

**Veal and the Raising of Veal Calves**

There are currently\(^ {38}\) three\(^ {39}\) farms in Israel on which veal calves\(^ {40}\) are raised, and a number of complaints reached the Ministry of Agriculture and the police in Israel regarding the intensive confinement and extremely inadequate nutrition on these farms as well as the stereotypical stress behavior exhibited by the calves. Each farm houses 3400 calves at a time, with the calves living at the farm for four months (aged one month to five months). Dr. Hagai Almagor, the officer in charge of the Animal Welfare Act, visited the farms, De Levi farm in Kefar Yehoshua, De Levi farm in Mehola in the Jordan Valley, and the Licht farm in Bozrah; he reported on the conditions and took blood samples from the calves for analysis.\(^ {41}\) He reported that the calves were imported at the age of only a few weeks, kept in conditions that restricted

---

\(^ {37}\) It should be noted that while the forcefeeding of geese is now prohibited in Israel, the raising of geese without forcefeeding continues.

\(^ {38}\) As of November 2007.

\(^ {39}\) There was a fourth farm in Kefar Yehoshua, but it apparently has gone out of business.

\(^ {40}\) The meat from these calves is called חָלָב בְּשַׂר in Hebrew.

\(^ {41}\) See the letter sent by Dr. Almagor to Dr. Oded Nir, which is appendix A.
their movements, fed only a milk substitute and given restricted amounts of water. They were not
given any solid food, which had a negative effect on the normal development of their digestive
system, while the milk substitute caused them to suffer from severe anemia and the lack of water
caused diarrhea. The farms in Kefar Yehoshua and Mehula kept the calves in narrow, individual
cages that during most of the process prevented them from turning around and eventually
prevented them from lying down or getting up. These cages also prevented the animals from
having any contact with other calves, even preventing them from seeing another calf, causing
unreasonable social isolation. Dr. Almagor’s report recommended that Israel adopt the standards
of the European Union.42

This report led to the appointment in April 2002 of a special committee consisting of two
officials from the Cattle Division of Agricultural Ministry, an official of the Veterinarian
Service, and a lawyer from Anonymous for Animals, all of whom were appointed by the head of
the Veterinarians Service. This special committee issued its report on standards for the raising of
veal calves in Israel in order to comply with the requirements of the law against cruelty to
animals without destroying veal production in Israel in a written statement dated June 18,
2002.43 The members of the committee visited the three farms in Israel where veal calves are
raised and spoke at length with the farmers. They found many deficiencies, and they
recommended that changes be made in veal husbandry in eight areas: 1) iron intake of veal
calves should be increased in order to raise the level of hemoglobin in their blood; 2) isolation of

42 The standards are the European Union may be found at <europa.eu/eur-
<eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31997L0002:EN:HTML>, and

43 A copy of this report is in Appendix B. A clarification from the chair of the special committee to the director of
the veterinary service is found in Appendix C.
calves should be greatly limited; 3) calves should be given sufficient space that would allow them to lie down, rest, stand up, and lick themselves/groom themselves; 4) calves should not be limited to consuming milk, but should be allowed a mixed diet; 5) water for drinking should not be restricted; 6) the living quarters of the calves should have adequate ventilation; 7) the living quarters should be lit for at least as many hours of daylight as there are; 8) appropriate bedding should be made available. The members of the committee gave specific technical details as to what should be done to fulfill these recommendations. These recommendations are similar to the European Union directive.

The Ministry of Agriculture has not yet implemented all these standards, but in August 2005 it started to instruct the farms in Israel to provide sufficient water to the calves.

Unlike Israeli and continental law, the law of the United States generally does not regulate the treatment of farm animals. Although U.S. Federal laws regulate the treatment of animals, they do not apply to farm animals while they are on the farm, and while each state does have a code of animal welfare, it is rarely, if ever, applied to farm animals. Nonetheless, a few farms in the United States do allow veal calves to engage in natural behaviors and do not restrict their movements. However, animals from these farms are very rarely utilized by kosher producers, and less than 10% of veal calves are currently raised under these conditions. In the

---

44 For example, the Humane Methods of Slaughter Act applies during slaughter, and the 28-Hour Law regulates rail transport (although nearly all farm animals are transported by truck).

45 A ballot initiative in Florida was passed that banned gestation crates for pregnant pigs, and the state of California passed a law in 2004 that bans the force-feeding of geese for the production of foie-gras. A number of other states have bills pending. In Arizona in 2006, voters passed a ballot initiative banning the intense confinement and social isolation of veal calves.

46 See for example <http://www.certifiedhumane.org/press.html#092805>.

47 American Veal Association resolution on housing.
past decades, two rabbis have addressed the case of veal calves in the United States, Rabbi
Moshe Feinstein and Rabbi David Golinkin.

Rabbi Moshe Feinstein starts his teshuvah by assessing the general health of the animals
and its impact on accepting them as kosher. He notes that veal calves are not only force fed but
also are housed in such conditions that they cannot even move a few steps and are not fed with a
diet appropriate for calves. They have not consumed their mothers’ milk but are fed fattening
liquids that are not beneficial to them. This makes them ill and in need of medication. According
to the information that Feinstein was able to gather, strict shohetim approve only 15% of
slaughtered animals, while lenient shohetim approve 44-45% of such calves. All agree that the
majority of such calves cannot be assumed to be kosher, due to problems with their lungs. Rabbi
Feinstein argues that there are probably deformities with their intestines as well. The health
issues of these animals make their kashrut dubious.

Feinstein also considers whether the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals applies
to the case of veal calves. He notes that while causing pain to animals is permitted for human
need, it is not permitted to cause them pain needlessly even if it brings profit. Here, Feinstein
struggles to clarify this issue. He appears to argue that cruelty in and of itself that yields profit is
forbidden.

Igrot Moshe, E.H., part 4, end of number 92.
...but not to cause them pain in general, for this is surely forbidden even if there is profit in this. For example, a non-Jew who wants to kill or cause an injury to an animal because he was angry at it is definitely forbidden even though there is profit to him because of this evil act, since permissible profit is (limited to) consumption even for others and even for non-Jews. However, killing or causing an injury because of a desire (to do so) on the part of this evil person is forbidden even if he causes profit for himself because he gains a profit by cruelty which (the evil person) told him to do. For the profit that happened to an individual who gained from the killing or the injuring of an animal is forbidden even though it was profit necessary for human need, except when people usually behave that way. For this reason, it is forbidden for someone in great distress over the death of his father to strike his animal because of the prohibition of causing suffering to an animal, and certainly not to burn or destroy anything in his father’s honor even though he honors his father greatly and he is in great pain, and even though harming his animal or destroying and burning his possessions would alleviate his anger and pain. This is as we find in Rashi (b. Shabbat 105b), the person who rips his animal is understood as repair because he relieves his equilibrium in releasing his anger. In any case, it is forbidden just as it holds there in b. Shabbat 105b because this is not included in human necessities for which causing suffering to animals is permitted even if (a person) does not harm them or kill them strictly defined. Likewise, it is not subsumed under human necessity to alleviate anger and pain by burning or destroying material objects: this would be considered wanton destruction, not needed for human benefit or medicine and the like that a person is permitted to do with his possessions. In any case, we see that a person is not permitted to do everything to animals in causing them pain even if he gains profit but only that which is directly for the benefit of people, like slaughtering them for food or to work them and the like.

Here, Feinstein reaches the conclusion that inflicting suffering on animals is permitted if it is for the purpose of food or labor. Doing it for emotional venting is not permitted. The prohibition of

49 Here the antecedent is “a non-Jew,” but it is clear that Feinstein means “Jews or even non-Jews,” extending the halakhic standard to non-Jews.

50 Rashi s.v. ד IDEA דidée.

51 Igrot Moshe, E.H., part 4, end of number 92.
inflicting suffering on animals, then, would not be sufficient to forbid the raising of veal calves in the way that it is done, for food does result from this process. For Feinstein, the decisive reason is another principle altogether.

Likewise, it is permitted to feed them better food to sweeten or to fatten their flesh in a way that people that consume their flesh will benefit more than when (the animal) eats fodder, but not in a way that is only to swindle and mislead people that is not of value to people but only to swindle people who will see that the appearance of the flesh is white, not red, in order to make them err (thinking) that it is meat better for health and enjoyment and will pay more for this. Even enhancing food for no advantage is permitted in the regulation of onaah when people recognize the truth that it is only enhancement. When they err in this, (thinking) that it is meat better for benefit and health and the like, this is forbidden under the regulation of onaah, as explained in b. Bava Metzia 60b, even when it does not cost more. But if they did this to attract customers to a store, then it would be necessary to permit it if they would clarify that white flesh is not better but is prettier because there would be those who would want it because it is prettier. In any case, it is forbidden to feed an animal things that are of no benefit to them and cause them suffering in eating. They also become ill from this and suffer pain from illness. Because this advantage enables swindling of people, it is forbidden to do so. (Also) because of the prohibition of causing pain to animals, according to d’oraita law, it is not permitted to people to cause suffering to animals.52

---

52 Igrot Moshe, E.H., part 4, end of number 92.
The decisive reason for forbidding veal, according to Feinstein, is that the light-colored flesh of veal calves is thought by consumers to be healthy, but in fact it is not true. Those who raise these animals and sell their meat are in fact swindling consumers. Fraud and misleading the consumer are the reasons why, according to Feinstein, the raising of veal calves ought to be forbidden. However, it is doubtful to me that Feinstein’s reason is correct, that people are eating veal because they think it healthy. Rather, it seems to me that they enjoy the taste of veal.

Rabbi David Golinkin, by contrast, argues that the way in which veal calves are raised does in fact violate the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals.\(^{53}\) He holds that while the permission granted by halakhah to inflict pain on an animal for any good reason includes producing whiter meat more attractive to customers so as to increase profit, Jews have always acted \(לֶכְטֵיָהּ מְשֹׁרָת הַדָּרֶךְ\), going beyond the letter of the law, and refrained from hurting animals. He buttresses his argument by adding that the practice of raising veal calves in this manner not only violates the prohibition of inflicting suffering of animals but violates the letter or spirit of other laws on the treatment of animals that require that animals be fed properly. This means that Jews are not permitted to raise veal calves in such a manner. Most crucially, Golinkin argues that the halakhic principle that one must not aid and abet a transgressor applies in the case of veal calves.\(^{54}\) He writes, "By buying and eating veal calves raised in confinement, we encourage those who raised veal calves in this manner to continue these practices and imply that these practices are compatible with the humane tendency of \textit{kashrut}. They are not."\(^{55}\)

---

53 David Golinkin, \textit{Respona in a Moment: Halakhic Responses to Contemporary Issues} (Jerusalem: The Institute of Applied Halakhah at the Schechter Institute of Jewish Studies, 2000), pp. 73-77. This was originally printed in \textit{Moment} Magazine in February 1993.

54 Golinkin, pp. 75-77. Golinkin references m. Shevi’it 5:9 (= m. Gittin 5:9) as a source for this principle, acknowledging that this source refers to Jewish transgressors, but he applies this principle to the case of factory-farmed veal calves because buying such veal only promotes the use of factory farming and would lead to the conclusion that such practices are in synch with the principles of \textit{halakhah}.

55 Golinkin, p. 75.
This teshuvah disagrees with Rabbi Golinkin’s argument that any good reason justifies inflicting pain on animals. As has been demonstrated, the intense confinement, social isolation, and inadequate nutrition does violate the halakhic prohibition of חיים בעלי צער, and even for those halakhic authorities who argue that human need overrides the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals, the halakhic prohibition of אכזריות prohibiting human beings from treating animals cruelly forbids it as well. This teshuvah agrees with Rabbi Golinkin’s arguments that such treatment of veal calves violates other stipulations, such as requiring that animals be fed properly and that the ban must not be limited to consumption but to those who raise, sell, or purchase veal from calves raised in such a manner.

This teshuvah amplifies Golinkin’s teshuvah by addressing the raising of veal calves in both Israel and the United States, presenting the case of the foie gras industry in Israel and the Israeli Supreme Court decision based on halakhah, and analyzing recent efforts to improve the conditions of veal calves in Israel and the United States. Like Rabbi Golinkin’s teshuvah, this teshuvah extends the prohibition beyond the farmer to the consumer, and this teshuvah extends the prohibition to those who participate in the marketing of veal. This teshuvah solidifies the basis for the prohibition by incorporating the prohibition of אכזריות and assessing how it serves to restrict what is done during medical experimentation on animals. This teshuvah delineates the conditions under which the raising of veal calves would be humane. The concerns expressed in this teshuvah are the natural development of the rulings of the CJLS that attempt to remove the

---

56 Golinkin’s teshuvah deals only with the United States, a curious characteristic since he lives in Israel.

57 See the incorporation of the standards of the European Union in the requirements of the Israeli Ministry of Agriculture on pages 19-20 and the presentation of the the standards of Human Farm Animal Care on pages 26-27.
pain and suffering of the final moments of an animal’s life. Jews should pay as much attention to
the way in which the animal is raised as we have to the way in which it meets its end. 58

In the past years, standards have been developed for the raising of veal calves, and there
are farms that are raising animals in a humane way. The standards of the European Union are in
the process of being incorporated into the changes in farming demanded of veal farms in Israel
by the ministry of agriculture. In parallel in the United States, Humane Farm Animal Care
(HFAC) has established a set of high-level standards in the following categories (I have included
the comparison to the guidelines currently in effect recommended by the American Veal
Association (AVA), a producer organization): 59

*Nutrition:*

AVA: Calves may be fed an all-liquid milk replacer diet from birth until
slaughter. 60

HFAC: All calves must be fed a wholesome diet which satisfies their
nutritional needs, including fiber and iron. Calves must have access to calf starter
feed or appropriate grain by five weeks of age.

---

58 In essays published in the Winter 2000 issue of *JTS Magazine*, Rabbi Paul Plotkin and Rabbi Arthur Lavinsky
analyze whether the way animals are raised affects their status as kosher (URL =
<http://learn.jtsa.edu/topics/luminaries/monograph/forum_ar.shtml>). Rabbi Lavinsky argues that we ought to make
sure that the animals raised for the kosher market are raised in humane conditions, while Rabbi Plotkin argues that
we must make clear that while inhumane conditions for raising animals are definitely forbidden, the meat from
animals raised in such conditions remains kosher because the responsible party is the farmer raising the animals, not
the consumer. Rabbi Plotkin also reminds us that the cost of keeping kosher is significant and that any changes made
in kosher production must be made so as not to discourage people from keeping kosher. Rabbi Plotkin’s concern is a
significant factor that must be kept in mind. However, kosher veal is one of the most expensive kosher meat
products available. The danger that removing it from the kosher market will make kosher food more expensive is
slight. Rabbi Plotkin himself voted in favor of the *teshuvah* prohibiting the shackling and hoisting of animals based
on the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals.

59 URL = <www.certifiedhumane.org/YoungDairyBeef.html> and *A Guide for Care and Production of Veal Calves*
(seventh addition; n.p.: Cattlemen’s Beef Board and National Cattlemen’s Beef Association, 2005). The Food
Marketing Institute and the National Council of Chain Restaurants have also established an advisory committee of
experts who are preparing a set of standards in conjunction with the producer organizations, but these are not
available to the public nor do these standards yet cover veal calves (personal communication from Karen Brown,
executive vice president, Food Marketing Institute). Among those on this advisory committee are two animal
science professors who have shared their expertise with the kosher food industry, Joe M. Regenstein and Temple
Grandin.

60 *A Guide for Care and Production of Veal Calves*, p. 13.
Environment
AVA: Slatted floors are permitted.\textsuperscript{61}
HFAC: All animals must have access to a solid floored lying area and dry, clean bedding.

Space Requirements
AVA: For calves up to 450 lbs, minimum space recommendations for individual stalls are 26 inches wide by 66-72 inches long (11.9-13 sq.ft.).\textsuperscript{62}
HFAC: For calves up to 180 lbs, pens must allow at least 16sq.ft. per calf. For calves over 180 lbs, pens must allow 20sq.ft. per calf.

Health\textsuperscript{63}
AVA: Subtherapeutic antibiotics allowed.\textsuperscript{64}
HFAC: No subtherapeutic antibiotics allowed.

Housing
AVA: Calves may be individually housed until slaughter.\textsuperscript{65}
HFAC: After eight weeks of age, calves must be housed in group pens, with penmates of a comparable size.

Movement
AVA: Tethering is permitted.\textsuperscript{66}
HFAC: Tethering is prohibited throughout the production system.

Transport
AVA: Transportation should be in a covered truck or trailer, particularly during extremely hot or cold weather.\textsuperscript{67}
HFAC: Calves under five days must only be transported from the farm of birth to the raising farm in an environmentally controlled vehicle.

\textsuperscript{61} A Guide for Care and Production of Veal Calves, p. 10.
\textsuperscript{62} A Guide for Care and Production of Veal Calves, p. 10.
\textsuperscript{63} Subtherapeutic antibiotics are antibiotics administered at a dosage high enough to control a disease but too low to cure or prevent the disease.
\textsuperscript{64} No rule against the use of subtherapeutic antibiotics is found in A Guide for Care and Production of Veal Calves.
\textsuperscript{65} A Guide for Care and Production of Veal Calves, p. 10.
\textsuperscript{66} A Guide for Care and Production of Veal Calves, p. 10.
\textsuperscript{67} A Guide for Care and Production of Veal Calves, pp. 24-25.
The HFAC’s standards are clearly an advance over the AVA’s standards in promoting a more humane level of raising veal calves.68

As of the writing of this teshuvah, only a few farms are raising veal calves according to the HFAC’s guidelines, and it is to be hoped that more farms will adopt these standards. However, these farms are few and far between. In the rest, the raising of veal calves remains problematic.69

However, the veal industry in the United States has started to recognize that it can no longer ignore the demands of consumers, retail and food service organizations, and animal welfare groups. In a resolution signed in May 2007, the producer organization of the American Veal industry, the American Veal Association, recommends the conversion of the entire American veal industry to group housing by December 31, 2017 and states that currently less than 10% of the veal calves in the United States are housed in a manner that meets the animal welfare standards of consumers.

The conditions in which overwhelming majority of veal calves, more than 90% of the veal calves in the United States and at the veal farms in Israel, are raised are so awful, deplorable beyond the conditions in which other animals raised for food are kept, that the principle of צער חיים עליי comes into effect. Even for those who believe that human necessity counterbalances צער חיים עליי, the grievous conditions in which veal calves are raised surely constitute אכזריות עליי.

---

68 In all fairness, the AVA along with the National Beef Cattlemen’s Association has raised standards in requiring protection for animals from extreme weather conditions when they are transported as well as in other areas. A few of the HFAC’s standards may be debatable: slatted floors allow manure and urine to fall through and can be more easily cleaned through hosing, and there is no evidence for an animal’s need for group pens. Not using subtherapeutic antibiotics may in fact cause an animal to suffer more if antibiotics at the proper dosage are not administered.

69 Some farmers are experimenting with the inclusion of small amounts of grain, injections of iron, and group housing systems. However, most calves receive only milk replacer as food, and tethering and individual stalls are still the norm. (personal communication from Steve Kraut, executive director, American Veal Association)
cruelty. They should not be permitted for human need because they cross the line of animal suffering. By banning veal raised under these conditions, we hope to promote the adoption of humane standards for the raising of veal calves. We are encouraged by the directives of the Israeli Ministry of Agriculture in concert with the Veterinarians’ service and by the resolution of the American Veal Association. However, we are concerned that the directives to Israeli farmers who raise veal calves have not been put into effect and that the conversion of the American veal industry is projected for a date more than a decade hence. We strongly urge that the directives to the Israeli veal industry be put into effect and that the conversion of the American veal industry not be delayed. We strongly insist that calves raised in veal production be given housing that at a minimum allows them to stand up, lie down, turn around and groom themselves, housing in groups, and a mixed diet that satisfies their nutritional needs. At this time, however, since the veal industry in Israel and more than 90% of the veal farms in the United States do not follow these practices, we rule that veal may not be sold, purchased or eaten unless it can be determined that animals from which it comes were raised under humane standards. We recommend that the Committee on Jewish Law and Standards check after January 1, 2018 as to whether the humane standards have been implemented in order to provide an update to this teshuvah.

Summary

Veal calves are raised in appalling conditions in which their movement is severely restricted and their diet limited, among other severities. According to the biblical sources, Jews are allowed to utilize animals as long as the animals are treated with compassion. The classical rabbis regulated the treatment of animals under בניו ומול, the prohibition of inflicting suffering on animals. This principle was further developed in later halakhah, extending to regulate the feeding of
animals, the use of animal in agricultural work and transportation, and shehiṭah. In response to
the claim that human necessity overrules חיימ בעלי צער in every situation, Rabbi Israel Isserlein,
followed by the Rabbi Moshe Isserles, rules that אכזריות, cruel behavior toward animals, is
forbidden, even when there might be benefit to human beings. Jews should be cultivating the
character trait of compassion, not cruelty. The Israeli Supreme Court has banned the force-
feeding of geese based on the prohibition of חיים בעלי צער, and the Ministry of Agriculture in
Israel is in the process of implementing standards of care for veal calves in Israel similar to those
of the European Union, providing to calves sufficient iron, a mixed diet not limited to milk,
water for drinking, space to allow calves to lie down, stand up, and groom themselves,
appropriate bedding, and a restriction on the isolation of calves. In the United States, Human
Farm Animal Care has prepared a set of standards under which animals can be raised humanely,
including a mixed diet that satisfies their nutritional needs, 20 square feet of space for calves
over 180 lbs, dry and clean bedding, and group pens after 8 weeks. The American Veal
Association has recommended to its members that the entire industry in the United States convert
from individual stalls to group housing by December 31, 2017 in response to the animal welfare
concerns of consumers. We strongly urge that the Ministry of Agriculture directives and the
recommendations of the group housing resolution of the American Veal Industry be
implemented.

We rule that only veal from animals raised under humane standards can be sold, purchased, or
consumed. Humane standards for the raising of veal calves include sufficient space for calves to
lie down, stand up, turn around, and groom themselves, proper nutrition in a mixed diet
appropriate for young calves with sufficient iron, dry, clean bedding, and limited isolation of calves.
הלוח המכליל את העדויות בשיטות השונות:

1. בדיקה המלה בדב

העדות המבזיקה עלتروך בדב לשיטות משותפות של המإجراء בדב לוגו

7.3 גרם לטריקולור. בדוי להגיון לדמיאת אלזה ולאלבית קומו של לוחות 50 מ"מ.

בואר לק"ו פיתון, או מхот בדד אזורית (חרק הדבש).

אף על פי כן, ניתן להשימה את השטרים השמורים לעדויות בשיטות הדרימט:

א. בדיקת תכלת הבורול במכונת עגילים (אביקה חול ודום כים) - הבيدة

ב. בדיקה של גמיס המإجراء בדב - הבידה הועשת 5% ממקולי

ג. הועשת 12 עד 24 שבועות, לוחות כל 23 שבועות. הבישה הועשת על

ידי אוצלי השתרוים והתרוים ומסומלות.

נמצט על ידי הוזה ממנה השתרוים והתרוים יחלו על מחלף

הבידה הממונעת.

2. בדיאגרמה בů"ז

מותלך מRTOS דונל דובדשימ אוד מי ממקול של 90 ק"ג פיתון בשל 90 ק"ג פיתון

מבודדים. מעבר להוזה, ממוקד אליהם השטרים בביו ממקול השתרים פיתון

הוזה בודד - הוזה לוחות ממוקד פיתון ביו עגילים. יש למסור קשויהＲיאית ביו

נוער

מותלך מRTOS ברואיס דונל דובדשימ אוד מי ממקול של 90 ק"ג פיתון

בclosestעה על מי התלים

א. ממקול של ראובן עגילים בכרוח

ב. קרובה התחתון ארצה עגילים אפישריים במדשיות עזרית ביו לכעגילים בבקרוח

של זן (תפרים גליים של 3 הדרים) קסם מארוב, המקרה זה היו

כל עגילים באזכחות הבול הצדית.
6. א nu
העודה המליצה על קיוס רמט אזורים מכנים ובמיסוכים העיגון והנהיגות:

העודה מצדה הורדה של משרד המשקאות במפגש בישראל בוזח ברוביו. הנשיות

שפרנסה לאותה (רשים 2001).

במקומם בו המשקאות האירוח היכלו מבצעים תוהה מידה 2 דקות.

7.Aaron

העודה המליצה לאפסר עלעיגון להימצא ברמה או סבירי תפחה כמספור שנייה בשעת

זוהי בוכמה.

4.מעני נלבשת

העודה המליצה שלעיגון בשתייה חכמה בתנאים של א껍ך ואילו בתנאים של יבשה

מצטבר לunft התلكה, והיה וחידור נפומ בנל התפשתה. בכל��ה ﬂה התפשתה

עלגון ברצון בכרניז נוחות.

גודל תליון בגמישים בבודד יישה על מצע מתמרדו:

ובא העודה מביעות חכמים כהּמלזרות המוניות במופנים הזיספים להמשיח קים

בירו העודה שלעיגון עלכניסו שליל הולך יבשראלי תוח שמיור תוח ציר בעלי الزمن.

בכרה

דר, יeshiel פלחנברג

מניח המית,lekour, 처ם - מ. המשקאות במיתחה הכפר

7. ענייה וצר

דר, יeshiel פלחנברג

עד, צסי לופסן (תובר)

עד, מיסי בלשן (תובר)

עד, רון מלטער (תובר)
Appendix C

מדינת ישראל
מרשד החקלאות וגני חפר
ש"ח - שרית החקלאות והנכיכות
המכלחת לבkrä

לס"ד, עודד יד
מנחלה ויתרונות
בית דנק - לנ

 البيانات - דיווח למשה "ירדワイ קינ' חתל בנקום" הישראלי
(הוחישה למכות חוממי מזון (26.6.02)

למרות שלום בר

איניש מ쳐 על העדכון בוית ההתייחסות לשאלותיות שבעה מחוזות בשתייהתה.

ההתייחסות של מורדים בעדכון ענ ידיסים מקבילים באור.

לכל התייחסות לשאלות לשאלות מחדית:
1. ל.GetBytes מחוזות לבודד
2. מ.listBox עב ריכוז
3. מ.rabbit מחוזות יוגיר כמ الصحي והיתמך אוניברשליות בעדכון ועל איים
4. איים ליקות בעבדות.

אני תוקת כﾒנין אלה יטיש בנספת המודים המבוקשים על יד.

בברכה

ר''ר, ישראל פמגנאות, שים - נעורית שימה

50250, הקיריה החקלאית, בית דנק, ממוקד 28, ר''ר
9933958-052, מ ula 9485614-03, מ ula 9485310-03
E-Mails: ISRAFLAM@SHAAM.MOAG.GOV.IL.
Appendix D

Rabbi Paul Plotkin has raised a number of objections to this teshuvah, and it would be appropriate to comment on them in an appendix to the teshuvah.

Is it inappropriate for this teshuvah to support the highest standards now proposed? These standards are both modest (e.g. the minimum space required is for a moderately sized stall, not for free-range roaming for the calf) and supported by veterinary experts and animal science experts. In fact, the producer organization in the United States, the American Veal Association, has now called for the veal industry in the United States to convert eventually to meet the standard on housing, and the Israeli Ministry of Agriculture has also ordered the veal farms in Israel to meet the higher set of standards after an investigation by experts. This call for change in the way veal calves are raised is due to evidence amassed by veterinarians and animal science experts and to the pressure exerted by the public. These are promising developments, but Jewish communities cannot wait on the sidelines and assume that these standards will be put into effect. The American Veal Association has suggested to its members for the industry to convert by the end of 2017, a conversion that may be delayed or limited, and the implementation of the requirements of the Israeli Ministry of Agriculture has been delayed time and again. The Jewish community must continue to keep up the pressure on the industry.

Will this teshuvah lead to a position banning the consumption of all animal products? One could very well argue that the CJLS teshuvah banning shackling and hoisting could eventually lead to such a consequence, yet Rabbi Plotkin voted in favor of it. This teshuvah on veal calves clearly states that we can utilize animals for our own benefit as long as we do not mistreat them.
Should the treatment of veal calves be the subject of a teshuvah at all? Rabbi David Golinkin thought so fifteen years ago. Rabbi Moshe Feinstein thought so twenty-five years ago. Halakhic literature offers details on the proper treatment of animals, in regard to how they must be fed, how they must be in transportation and agriculture, etc. It would seem then that this is a proper subject for a teshuvah.

Will a restriction on veal lead to a restriction on chickens? The difference between veal calves and chickens is that veal calves have been a concern for decades, as witnessed by the responsa of Moshe Feinstein and David Golinkin and progress has been minimal at best. Even currently, as of the writing of this teshuvah, much has been promised, but there has been little, if anything, actually implemented. This teshuvah is intended to be a catalyst for change. Chickens have become a cause for concern only in the last few years for a variety of reasons, and change in the conditions of how they are raised is happening rapidly. Major chain restaurants and supermarkets are seeking to make some or all of their chicken products from chickens raised under improved conditions, and the industry is undergoing rapid shifts.

Can a kosher consumer find out under what conditions an animal is raised? We can argue back and forth about whether the proprietor of a particular kosher market is able or willing to find this information out, but an apt example of a kosher product that did not exist in the past and that is available now because Jews who kept kosher asked for it out of their concerns about how the animals were raised -- kosher organic beef and chicken. If kosher consumers asked the owner of their kosher market for humanely raised veal, any owner with a modicum of business sense would get it, just as the owners of kosher markets have included organic beef and chicken among their products.